Why Sharp Extensive IT?

Making Australian business world class performers,
leveraging off ground breaking technologies.
www.sharpeit.com.au
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Join 2000+ businesses in Australia
& New Zealand who use Sharp EIT
At Sharp EIT we’ve been in business for more than 20 years now and have
always prided ourselves on delivering the best service in the industry.
Our Vision
Our Focus

Our Team

To lead the industry through
experience and expertise. We
aim to exceed best practice by
delivering time and targeted
solutions for our clients.

The combination of highly skilled
and dedicated trade specialists
and professional office and
management personnel ready
to tailor and deliver a range of
services to our clients’ needs 24hrs
a day, 7 days a week.

Our Quality

Our Technology

Knowledge, integrity and high
ethical standards ensure we
deliver quality results to relevant
Australian assurance standards,
via strong implementation of
rigorous and precise management
systems.

Continual focus and investment
on the latest equipment and
mobile device technology,
not only helps us to improve
management systems and back
office processes but also ensures
we deliver a seamless end to end
customer experience.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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We make it easy for you to purchase products, supplies
and services from us. Our sales representatives will help
you choose the right solutions for your business needs.

Information packed website
Products, case studies and specification data

Phone support
Servicing Australia wide

Virtual showroom tours

www.sharpeit.com.au
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We make it easy for you to purchase products, supplies
and services from us. Our sales representatives will help
you choose the right solutions for your business needs.

In-person face to face meetings

Physical showrooms

Large stock holding with quick national distribution network

www.sharpeit.com.au
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www.sharpeit.com.au
The Sharp Extensive IT website contains a wealth of information to find the
right products and services for your business.

• Every product listed
• Product specifications
• Awards
• EIT Solutions
• EIT Marketplace
• Sponsorships
• FAQ’s
• Case Studies
• Showroom locations
• News and Brochures

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Phone: 133 348
A team of service oriented consultants are available to answer your questions
and will remain in contact with you throughout the course of your selection
and delivery.

Sharp Extensive IT are available on the phone
from 9am to 5:30pm, Monday to Friday.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Experience Sharp Extensive IT
To assist you in making a product selection, we have a modern showroom
displaying our full range located at:

2/2 Julius Ave, North Ryde NSW 2113

Alternatively:
• Too busy to visit in person?
• Located in a city or a regional area we don’t have a physical showroom presence?
Book a Virtual Showroom appointment from the comfort of your home or office. Speak
to one of our showroom consultants , view our full range of products and request
samples virtually. It is so easy!

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Face to Face Meeting with the
Sharp Extensive IT Team
Do you have a project you wish to discuss with a Sharp Extensive IT Representative?
Book an appointment with a Sharp Extensive IT representative in your office or on-site.

Cannot meet in person?

Regardless of where you are located in Australia we can meet Virtually using Video
Conferencing with one of our team to discuss your requirements.
Following your meeting, arrange a showroom visit, either a Virtual Showroom
appointment, or a physical appointment.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Office Printer Solutions
Global award winning Multifunction devices, Photocopiers, Scanners and
Office printers.
Our printers won 2019 Line of the year at the BLI International awards*, incorporating
Ease of use and Reliability awards making Sharp best in class.
Sharp multifunction devices (MFDs) are designed to make device setup fast and easy.
These are not your typical all-in-one copier, printing, faxing and scanning devices.
Our software not only automatically monitors your printing to improve efficiency but
also detects potential cost savings.
Sharp MFDs are easier to operate, control, monitor, manage and maintain, helping take
your business to the next level of productivity and performance.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Digital Screen Solutions
When you have a message to share with the world – you can trust
Sharp Professional LCD displays to bring it to life.
Sharp’s commercial displays are specially engineered for business applications and
are offered in a wide range of sizes and capabilities, from high impact displays for
digital signage, to interactive display systems. Sharp commercial displays enable you
to collaborate and communicate information brilliantly.

Interactive Whiteboard
Monitors

Digital Signage
& Video Wall Solutions

Sharp EIT’s interactive whiteboards
are designed to bring that wow
factor to any business. Our range
of interactive whiteboards offer
a more engaging solution for the
office boardroom, classroom, hotel
reception or retail.

Do you need better video
conferencing experience? Digital
signage? Large format displays
for hospitality or stadiums? You
will find all that and more with the
Sharp’s line-up of commercial LCD
displays.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Sign In Software
Allow your visitors to check in securely and conveniently with Sharp’s
intelligent check-in system. Say goodbye to paper check in forms with our
advanced facial recognition and custom check out electronic forms.
Security Enabled

Asset Tracking

Capture your visitor’s photo at
site via the SinePoint Pro iPad App.
This is ideal to improve security
checks at site to ensure visitors,
contractors and staff clearly
identifying themselves.

How often does your workplace
hand out keys, access control
cards, passes, or other physical
assets?

Face Check: Improve security
at Site with facial recognition.
Allow for even easier check-out
of regular visitors just using their
faces.

‘Scan and Track’ allows you to
tag keys, cards, passes and other
physical assets you have that
need to go out on loan. Once
tagged, they can be allocated to
an employee, contractor, or visitor
quickly, easily and accurately.

Customisable with a click

Check-out ready

Every organisation is different.
Different types of people coming
to see you, different risks on entry,
different legal consequences on
entry and exit.

Checking-out on Sine is as easy
as checking-in. Just scan your
printed badge, type in your mobile
number or email, or use Face
Check on the SinePointPro iPad
app.

Sine has you covered with custom
check-in and check-out forms.
Instantly publish forms to display
across all devices: web, tablet and
mobile.

Check out is even faster on Sine
Pro for mobile with instant alerts as
you depart. Enable auto check-out
if you are a regular at a particular
site.
Answer check-out questions and
close off your visit or works for the
day. Automatically notify your host
that you have departed safely.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Dynabook Laptops
Built-in quality, reliability and
durability. Dynabook is the only
laptop provider that designs,
develops, test, manufactures, and
writes their own BIOS.

Portégé laptops
A showcase of technology and ultimate in mobility.
Portégé notebooks are ultra-slim, ultralight and ultra-durable.
They’re designed for use in fleets and equipped with advanced
battery life and management features.

Tecra laptops
Performance laptops that mean serious business
The Tecra series consists of business class notebooks designed
for demanding users and fleet buyers. They’re equipped with
numerous reliability, durability, productivity and manageability
features.

Satellite Pro laptops
All round productivity
The Satellite Pro series designed to cope with every business
situation. Each Satellite pro model provides power, reliability and
easy-to-use controls.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Air Purifiers
Purify air in a variety of facilities such as, offices, meeting rooms, hotels,
kindergartens and schools, elderly care facilities, hospitals, restaurants.
Air Purifiers that protect your
home office or business

Clean & healthy air in your
business

Sharp’s revolutionary air purifiers
with ‘Plasmacluster’ technology
ensures a clean, well balanced
air flow which has been proven
to be effective against common
asthma and allergy triggers
that contaminate our air, such
as viruses, bacteria, dust mites,
pesticides, pollen, smoke, & odour
leaving air cleaner and healthier.

As Australians return to public and
private spaces, there will be places
and times where interaction
between multiple people – or even
groups – might be unavoidable.

Up to 10 years of HEPA
filter life
Sharp purifiers are also equipped
with a HEPA filter that retains
99.97%. particles up to 0.3 microns
in size. The HEPA filter life for Sharp
air purifiers is estimated to be up
to 10 years.

Alternatively, if individuals need
to work-from-home and stay
confined in a home-office space
for extended periods of time they
may be exposing themselves to
the same stale, circulating air.

Plasmacluster reduces
static electricity
Through plasma discharge,
”Plasmacluster” technology
generates and emits the same
positive (+) and negative (-) ions
that occur in nature.
This is Sharp air purifier’s one of
a kind air disinfection technology
that suppresses the effects of
airborne viruses and removes
airborne mould. Positive and
negative Plasmacluster ions are
capable of suppressing the static
electricity.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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EIT Solutions & Sharp EIT

Did you know EIT Solutions is part
of the Sharp EIT family?
Get to know our sister company
and learn how we can help your
business with our IT services and
solutions.

Managed IT Services
Managed IT Services EIT
Solutions effectively delivers IT
enabled business processes
and support. This means that
you get enterprise-level IT
support without high overheads.

Cloud Services
Whether you need to move
to the cloud or implement a
hybrid solution, we can help you
access, plan and implement
your migration project through
a wide range of cloud solutions.

Network Design
Your network is the framework
of your IT infrastructure. That’s
why it’s essential to get it
right the first time. We help
you design, implement and
manage your network as well
as secure it against cyber
threats.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Cloud Telephony Services

Cyber Security

A cloud telephony system
or cloud PABX provides your
business with a secure and
reliable office phone system
via an internet connection. It
provides organisations with
flexibility and scalability to
meet the business demands of
today - and well into tomorrow.
With desktop and mobile
apps, enable your teams to
work from anywhere while
maintaining low costs and
simple administration access.

Our specialists help you and
your company stay ahead of
cyber attacks by identifying
potential threats before they
become an issue. With new
threats emerging daily, you
can trust our team to protect
your data and IT systems.

Workflow Automation
Begin your business digital
transformation with workflow
automation. Whether its
digitising a paper based
process, or implementing an
accounts payable automation
flow to minimise efforts &
duplicates while maximising
approvals, cashflow and
payments.
www.sharpeit.com.au

IT Project Delivery
Looking to implement the
next big thing to keep your
business at the cutting edge
of your industry? EIT Solutions
can assist and guide you with
new projects around hardware,
software or business process
improvement. From design,
deploy and delivery, we can
help as little or as much as you
need us.
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EIT Marketplace

shop.eitmarketplace.com.au
We bring our valued partners and customers a large range of quality
products that can be purchased online at great prices.
Our online store features products
from quality brands in numerous
categories from consumer
electronics, TV’s, laptops, monitors,
mobile phones and more.
Be in the running for amazing
prizes such as sporting
merchandise and tickets to
various sporting events such as
NRL, AFL, Motorsport, Netball and
much more.
As a member you will have the
chance to gain exclusive VIP
entry to various events, such as
Melbourne Cup, V8 Super Cars, NRL
games.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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EIT Finance

www.eitfinance.com.au

Rental/Operating Lease
• Finance of hardware over
carious terms
• Cashflow
• Flexible upgrade/variation optics
• Limited Liability
• Competitive Pricing

Print Management
•
•
•
•

One simple monthly invoice
Add equipment
Vary volume up/down
Simplicity

Managed Services
• Customised Finance Packages,
one invoice included
• Hardware, services, software
www.sharpeit.com.au
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No Stress with Sharp Extensive IT
We make it easy for you to purchase
products, supplies and services from
Sharp Extensive IT.
Have Peace of Mind with our 5.0 star
Google Ranking, we’ve worked with
many clients over the years from big
to small businesses.

Call 133 348 to find out more.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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What Our Clients Say
“The team at Sharp EIT have gone above and
beyond when helping us solve some of our most
challenging print and IT issues. The team have been
supportive and knowledgeable, and we are proud to
be associated with them as we move on to the next
phase of our development. We would recommend
their services to any organisation, big or small.”
Michael Martin

“We developed a great relationship with Sharp EIT.
They go above and beyond! Great service and
amazing products.”
Maurice Velez | Head of IT - NRL

“I highly recommend Sharp EIT. The team are
experts in what they do and are genuinely interested
insupporting our business and consistently deliver
above and beyond our expectations.”
CEO - Vic’s Meat

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Case Study

Company:
The Westmead Institute for Medical Research
Type of Company:
Medical

Overview
The Westmead Institute for Medical Research (WIMR) exists to enrich the health and
wellbeing of people globally by liberating them from the major disease challenges of
our time.
In support of the community, particularly as COVID-19 runs rampant, Sharp EIT, one of
the nation’s leading companies specialising in IT services and technology solutions,
worked in collaboration with WIMR to supply state-of-the-art equipment at reduced
rates to provide meaningful support for the WIMR team.
In the fast-paced environment, it was paramount WIMR workers could collaborate with
speed and ease. As such, WIMR sought new technology solutions from Sharp EIT that
could take shared learning to the next level in an educational and training environment
with highly responsive and interactive displays to make teamwork easier.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Case Study
“Working with Sharp EIT was easy. The customer service team gave
easy-to-understand advice and consultation, and its interactive
whiteboard made life easier for WIMR. The whiteboard helped us
save time and also facilitated greater collaboration for our teams”
Usman Jawaid - Chief Information Officer
The Challenge

The Solution

Easy collaboration is vital to the
success of WIMR groups, staff,
students, and researcher projects.

Sharp EIT introduced the Sharp
PN70HC1E, BIG PAD, perfect for
environments that require
easy and responsive operation
with smart, integrated
collaboration tools.

In busy environments like medical
research facilities, streamlined
technologies that promote idea
sharing to help deliver greater
presentations and boost
productivity are necessary achieve
greater results and business
outcomes.

The smart interactive whiteboard
display enabled ultra-clear ‘4K
reading’ of detailed data, making
presentations easier with an
intuitive ‘pen to paper’ to increase
user experience.

The Results
WIMR was satisfied with not only the Sharp PN70HC1E BIG PAD, but with the client
services supplied by the Sharp EIT team.
WIMR now aims to replace existing meeting room screens with Sharp EIT’s
interactive whiteboard equipment.
Sharp’s solution helped WIMR researchers better collaborate as teams, and meet
with ease.

www.sharpeit.com.au
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Contact Us
globe
phone
envelope

www.sharpeit.com.au
133 348
info@sharpeit.com.au

Stay Connected
facebook
linkedin

sharpextensiveit
sharpeit

SYDNEY

2 Julius Ave,
North Ryde NSW 2113

MELBOURNE

Unit 4, 153 Bertie Street,
Port Melbourne VIC 3207

